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Nearly three-quarters of Black Americans say it’s common for police to arrest people for

crimes they didn’t commit (https://today.yougov.com/topics/politics/articles-

reports/2018/11/13/black-americans-police-safety-trust). Less than half feel police do a

good job of protecting people (https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2016/09/29/the-racial-

con�dence-gap-in-police-performance/#wide-racial-gaps-in-views-of-police-

performance) from crime. Two-thirds say o�cers who break the law get away with it

(https://d25d2506sfb94s.cloudfront.net/cumulus_uploads/document/oj85ckhwwv/Results%20for%

Studies have long shown how law enforcement in the U.S. treats Black people worse than the

rest of their fellow citizens. But the facts on the ground are even worse. Reports typically

average out all the responses from Black people, �attening them into a single number meant

to represent “Black opinion.” But police treat some Black people far worse than others.

A small minority of Black Americans bear the brunt of both police power and crime itself, but

those people’s experiences — their expertise — gets lost in the data. Black trans women’s

experiences are erased when counted alongside those of cisgender people. Young Black people

are outnumbered by their elders. The voices of the most vulnerable Black people — like

teenagers and trans women — go unheard.

Black Americans are actually far more divided

(http://skogan.org/�les/Police_Community_Relations_in_a_Majority_Black_City.pdf)

on policing than whites. Monolithic statistics hide the division, and silence the most

marginalized Black people.

A History of Racism: Gender, Age and
Class Matter, Too
In the 1930s in Atlanta, Georgia, white liberals and Black conservatives began working

together to get the city to hire Black police o�cers. White police treated all Black Atlantans

equally badly, no matter their social standing. Black police, the thinking went, would be able
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to discern the di�erent socioeconomic classes of Black people, explained James Forman in his

acclaimed book, Locking Up Our Own. The so-called lowliest might continue to be mistreated,

but Black elites would �nally be respected for their elevated social and economic class.

In the decades that followed, the U.S. criminal legal system continued to treat Black people

worse than their white counterparts. But narratives that universalized Black people’s

experiences missed critical di�erences. As mass incarceration exploded in the ‘80s and ‘90s,

for example, Black men who didn’t �nish high school got locked up at soaring rates. But

during those same years, Black men who attended college actually saw their odds of

incarceration decrease slightly, Forman wrote.

Black people, overall, are victimized by violent crime much more often than whites, but the

details, again, are more complicated (https://www.bjs.gov/index.cfm?ty=nvat). The poorest

Black people endure the most violence; the youngest do, too. But there’s a troublingly lack of

data that digs deeper. We know little, for example, about how the intersection of race, age and

class a�ect someone’s odds of being a victim of violence — like how much poor Black kids get

victimized compared to their better-o� peers. Without more detailed data, the most

vulnerable people’s experiences get lumped in with everyone else’s, and are drowned out.

Back in 1998, researchers published

(http://www.ncids.org/systems%20evaluation%20project/caseoutcome/research/Ste�ensmeier.pdf)

one of the few criminal justice studies to look at multiple demographic factors at once: on how

the race, age and gender of defendants in Pennsylvania in�uenced the way judges sentenced

them. In general, Black people got longer sentences than white people for similar crimes, but

defendants’ age and gender had a huge impact, too. Judges punished young Black men much

more harshly than white ones, but the discrepancy gradually shrank with age. The study

found that 50-year-old Black and white men received roughly the same sentences.

Meanwhile, judges punished Black women more than white women, by a similar degree, at

every age. Courts, unfortunately, don’t track defendants’ economic class.

Lack of Data on Some of the Most
Vulnerable People

The most vulnerable people’s experiences get lumped
in with everyone else’s, and are drowned out.
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Data on the smaller subgroups of Black Americans is even harder to come by. For example,

research shows that people with untreated mental illness are 16 times more likely to be killed

(https://time.com/4144276/mentally-ill-police-killings-study/) by police, but there’s

almost no study of the policing of Black people with mental illness in particular. That’s not

surprising. U.S. society has long been quick to label Black people “mentally ill” if they

dissented against white society (back in the 19th century, enslaved people who tried to escape

were diagnosed with “drapetomania (https://ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?

article=2659&context=ulj)”) but less willing to acknowledge and o�er support for actual

mental health problems in Black communities.

Police sexual violence also remains largely unseen and unaddressed. Andrea J. Ritchie’s 2017

book, Invisible No More, documents the ongoing failure to even study (let alone confront) the

sexual violence and harassment police in�ict. The little data there is points to a silent tidal

wave of abuse. In New York City, for example, Ritchie notes that almost 40 percent of young

women said police had sexually harassed them, and Black women were dramatically

overrepresented.

The dearth of data and the lack of action, when it comes to police-perpetrated sexual

violence, may stem in part from society’s relative indi�erence toward its victims. Young

cisgender and trans Black women are disproportionately victimized by sexual violence by the

police, and those who do sex work are particularly vulnerable, because o�cers can use the

threat of the law to extort money and sex from them. In fact, young women who do sex work

face more violence from police o�cers than pimps, clients, or any other source, Ritchie

writes.

Police also abuse Black trans women in speci�c, acute ways. In New Orleans, about 60 percent

of transgender women of color — mostly Black trans women — said a police o�cer had asked

them “for a sexual favor,” a 2014 study

(https://static1.squarespace.com/static/58ba8c479f7456d�8fb4e29/t/58ddc943db29d689a04889ee/1

found. Roughly half told researchers they had called police for help, only to be arrested

themselves. Young Black trans women and girls are murdered at one of the highest rates

(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5551594/) of any population group in this

country.

Young cisgender and trans Black women are
disproportionately victimized by sexual violence by the
police.
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Who Wants More Cops?
In recent years, surveys have found that the vast majority of Black Americans want to

maintain or even increase the police presence in their neighborhood. Many distrust police, or

even fear them, but only 10 to

(https://www.cato.org/sites/cato.org/�les/pubs/pdf/policing-in-america-1-3-17.pdf) 15

percent

(https://d25d2506sfb94s.cloudfront.net/cumulus_uploads/document/a5islr4zij/econTabReport.pdf)

of Black people in the U.S. actually want fewer police in their daily lives, according to these

data. Some pundits cite these stats as proof that law enforcement remains a valued pillar of

Black communities, and that even amid outrage over racial pro�ling and police murder, Black

people “want” to be policed.

But the meaning of those surveys is less than clear. Some Black Americans may oppose cuts to

policing because they believe the government won’t provide their neighborhoods with any

alternative way of maintaining some public order. In Locking Up Our Own, Forman chronicles

how many Black o�cials called for both more law enforcement and more resources to address

the root causes of crime, like poverty and racism. But they only ever got the funding for law

enforcement. Black Americans might rightly think they aren’t choosing between policing and

anti-poverty initiatives. They’re probably choosing between policing and nothing at all.

The 10 to 15 percent of Black Americans also loom large, especially because we don’t know

much about them. A small subgroup of Black people su�ers disproportionately from policing.

But their experiences count for little in studies of “Black opinion.” Black trans women’s

views, for example, e�ectively do not exist when it comes to o�cial data. Black kids’

experiences literally don’t matter — surveys on criminal justice reliably exclude people under

18 years old, even though Black kids are among the most endangered people in the country.

The most vulnerable people have the most at stake in questions of law and order. They are less

represented by the data — often, they are not even surveyed — but their views matter the

most. When studies merely tally up their responses alongside everyone else’s, or do not tally

them at all, they erase them. This erasure misrepresents the range of opinions among Black

communities. If we are to take “Black opinion” into account when creating public policy, we

have to have better data, and ensure that we are centering the perspectives of the most

marginalized Black people.

When creating public policy, we have to have better
data, and ensure that we are centering the perspectives
of the most marginalized Black people.
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